Case-based reasoning systems usually use prior experiences and examples to solve problems. The successfulness of the systems depends on the completeness of case library.
Introduction
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a reasoning methodology that uses past experiences to solve problems. CBR systems have been applied into many applications successfully, such as diagnosis, design, planning, and decision support [1, 4, 10, 11, 15, 16] . For example, R. Amen uses CBR to help mechanical designers to find appropriate raw materials and heat treatment of steel [2] . Y. Fu proposes CBR to improve traditional questions-and-answers system [6] . It uses correlation between keywords and cases to rank candidate cases from case library.
The reasoning process of CBR contains four phases, that is, retrieval, reuse, revision, and retain. Case retrieval is first step to select most similar cases for further reasoning. However, the successfulness of CBR depends on completeness of case library in case retrieval. Most CBR systems assume case library is born as the system constructed deservedly. It is possible to generate incorrect solutions or fail to solve problems if the case library contains deficient cases. On the other hand, the system may also spend too much effort on selecting and adapting inappropriate cases from disordered case library. Case coverage and case utilization of CBR systems become important factors. Moreover, it is hard to construct a complete case library from raw data without any assistant of intelligent technology in initial phase of CBR. Some systems use data mining and case elimination approach to construct the case library. For example, MOE4CBR system uses data mining for case-based reasoning in biological domains. The system uses spectral clustering to cluster the data set into k groups and logistic regression model to select descriptive features in each cluster. Each cluster is considered as a case-based for the k CBR experts [3] . Y. Li proposes a CBR classifier by combining feature reduction and case selection. Feature reduction uses a fast rough-set approach for computing the approximate reduction and feature importance. Case selection uses feature similarly measurement to select the most similar cases [12] . Z. W. Ni uses outlier data mining to delete deviation cases in the case library. The system extracts outliers from existing case base, eliminates erroneous outlier cases, and sieving cases from non-outliers [14] .
This work proposes a case mining system for case library construction.
The system contains two modules, namely, feature extractor and case miner. Feature extractor uses fuzzy measurement to find dominant features by evaluating feature correlation, data appearance, and gain ration of features. Moreover, case miner uses k-means algorithm and genetic algorithm to select representative cases from each cluster. Finally, the system is verified by covering test and utilization statistics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the architecture of a case mining system for case library construction. Section 3 and 4 explore the feature extractor and case miner. Section 5 demonstrates the application of the case mining system in medical database. Finally, section 6 concludes the work. Figure 1 shows the architecture of a case mining system for case library construction. The system contains two main modules, that is, feature extractor and data miner. Basically, feature extractor uses fuzzy measurement to select dominant features from raw data. It uses Pearson product moment correlation, data appearance, and gain ration to evaluate correlation between feature and class. The features with higher fuzzy measurement are selected from each class as case features.
System Architecture
Case miner uses dominant features and k-means algorithm to partition raw data into different clusters. It then uses genetic algorithm to select representative cases from each cluster for case library construction. The chromosome of genetic algorithm uses binary value to represent cases. Genetic algorithm uses case coverage as evaluation factors of fitness function. Finally, the system is evaluated by using covering test and utilization statistics to verify the robustness of case library. 
Feature Extractor
The main idea of feature extractor is to reduce the dimension of raw data. Specifically, feature extractor uses fuzzy measurement, FM, to evaluate correlation between feature and class. GR DA PC FM * * = (2) where PC, DA, and GR represent feature correlation, data appearance, and gain ration correspondingly. The Pearson product moment correlation, PC, evaluates relationship between feature and class. (3) where A, B, A , and B are feature value, class value, average feature value, and average class value.
Data appearance, DA, measures the times of feature region appearance. Data appearance partitions the feature value into different discrete regions and computes the region appearance times in different class. (5) where S, c, and P represent the set, class, and value probability belonged to the class.
Feature extractor then uses linguistic variables, high (H), mid (M), and low (L) to represent the value of above factors. Fig. 2 and Table 1 show fuzzy partition and fuzzy association matrix of linguistic variables. Feature extractor selects the features with higher correlation, that is, H, M, and ML, as the meaningful features. 
Case Miner
Case miner is responsible for extracting representative cases from raw data. First, it uses meaningful features and k-means algorithm [7. 9, 13 ] to partition raw data into different clusters. Each cluster contains different number of cases. Cases of each cluster represent the cases with similar feature values. Notably, the initial number of k is decided by average standard deviation (ASD) of each class. Case miner then uses genetic algorithm [7] to search representative cases from each cluster. Cases are represented by binary value regarding the chromosome.
The initial population of genetic algorithm selects one case from each cluster randomly as candidate cases. Genetic algorithm then uses cross over, mutation, and reproduction operators to find representative cases. It uses case coverage, CV, to evaluate case difference for finding the similar cases by weighted distance function. 
Case Mining Application
The system uses new-thyroid and breast cancer data of UCI machine learning repository [8] to examine the case mining system. Table 2 shows raw data name, feature number, class number, data number, and cluster number of the above two raw data. Feature extractor evaluates FM value to find meaningful features. Figure 3 and Table 3 show evaluated value of PC, DA, and GR of new-thyroid data. It selects three features from raw data as dominant features, that is, T3-resin, Serum thyroxin, and Serum triiodothyronine.
Case miner then uses genetic algorithm to select representative cases.
The initial population of candidate cases in each data set is 7 and 29 corresponding to cluster number. It uses 215 and 682 digitals to represent the chromosome. The crossover and mutation rate are 0.9 and 0.1. The experimental weights of data features are presented in Tables 4 and  5 . Fig. 4 shows case coverage rate of new-thyroid. Finally, the system uses covering test and utilization statistics of representative case in each cluster to verify the completeness of case library. Table 6 summarizes the experimental results on the number of covered cases and utilization statistics in new thyroid data. Figure 3 Fuzzy measurement value of new-thyroid 
Conclusion
This paper proposes a case mining system for case library construction. The system uses fuzzy measurement to extract significant features of raw data. Fuzzy measurement computes the correlation, appearance times, and entropy of features in the class. The system then uses k-means algorithm to cluster raw data into different clusters. Each cluster is used to conduct gene evolution and case coverage evaluation. The system uses genetic algorithm to perform case mining. The fitness function of genetic algorithm uses weighted distance function to evaluate case coverage of representative cases.
The experimented results show that the system can construct case library correctly. The system can uses 3% to 5% representative cases to represent the raw data. It not only reduces the scale of case library dramatically but also improves the performance in case retrieval. A further study will be done on feature coverage to enhance the robustness of case library.
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